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Week of January 20 2015

News and Notes

Catherine Behan of Springfield, Va., will be joining NDLS next month as the Marketing Communications Director to develop and lead our strategic marketing efforts.

Judy Fox was quoted in the Boston Globe article Homeowners billed for houses lost in foreclosure on January 18.

Doug Cassel is a panelist on the University’s Workers Participation Committee’s discussing the work of reviewing our existing Licensing Codes of Conduct with regard to Freedom of Association on January 20 and 21.

Ed Edmonds discussed Major League Baseball’s victory against the city of San Jose and the Oakland A’s and MLB’s the long-standing antitrust exemption on January 16 at 5:30 on Bloomberg Radio. Podcast

Judy Fox was quoted in the Marketplace article What makes medical debt detrimental on January 12.

Rick Garnett has been appointed to the Indiana Advisory Committee to the United States Commission on Civil Rights.

Eat. Drink. Downtown South Bend Restaurant Week is January 26 – February 8.

Events

Today is the Feast Day of Congregation of Holy Cross founder, Blessed Basil Moreau. Celebrate Mass at 5:15 p.m. in the Basilica of the Sacred Heart.
Staff: **ND Voice Celebration** with cool prizes is Friday, January 23 from 2:30-3:30 p.m. in the Faculty Meeting Room. As a precursor to the general merriment starting at 2:30, **ten-minute chair massages** will be available from 12:00-2:00 in Room 2173. Our fabulous friends at Preventive Medicine PC will be on hand to provide a short oasis of calm in your day. First come, first served! Please e-mail **Ali Wruble** if you would like a few minutes of relaxation in your afternoon.

On Monday, January 26, at the **Faculty Colloquium, Bob Jones** and the **IT staff** will lead a discussion of our experiences with video teaching technologies to date and will demonstrate a variety of video teaching options including linking video classrooms together and linking individual students and guest speakers into classrooms in **Room 1315** at 12:30.

---

**Dean’s Bookshelf**

Peg Brinig started the semester’s collection for the Bookshelf by dropping off a volume of collected works on adoption to which she contributed a chapter. The citation is:


Thanks and congratulations to Peg!